The statistical merits of various methods of calculating transfer coefficients between environmental media--development of the ideal formula for data-sets with a log-normal distribution.
The statistical treatment of data-sets from environmental pollutant studies in which different measurements are combined to produce averages or comparative factors (e.g., transfer coefficients (TCs), input-output balance values) are considered here, with particular reference to the analysis of data from input-output balance studies of pollutants such as PCBs in animals and humans. Many methods of statistical analysis ignore the fact that all measurements are subject to error, and generally assume that the normal distribution applies to all data-sets, which is commonly inappropriate for environmental (and particularly biological system) data. Considerably different estimations can be obtained by applying different, commonly used, statistical methods, as shown in a simulation study presented here and when applied to data from an input-output balance study of PCBs in humans. Alternative average and combined factor estimators for the treatment of data from these types of studies that give considerable advantages in terms of bias and the ease of assessment of accuracy are proposed.